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SPYDER – SP40N9PZ

Rouiilard Spyder mid back task chair has a 
contemporary look and comes with a synchro 
mechanism allowing the chair to adjust to varying 
tasks, this mechanism also has an integrated seat 
slider, the back rest comes with a integrated lumbar 
support and is adjustable through the use of an 
auto-back mechanism. The arm is height and width 
adjustable with a poly-urethane arm cap. Black base 
is standard with carpet casters. The fabric has a 
wear rating of 210,000 double rubs and is treated for 
stain resistance.	  

Options: 
Hard floor caster (SW):  Add 11.18$ net 
Short seat (C)(-1 ½’’): Add 0$ 
Narrow seat (S) (-1 ½’’): Add 0$ 
Lumbar support ( LS): Add 33.97$ net 

DIMENSION 
Backrest width  17 ½ " 
Seat width 19" 
Backrest height 20-22"
Seat height  15 1/2 -19 1/2"
Seat depth  18"
Overall depth  26"

   Origin Jet       Origin Steel 

http://www.rouillard.ca/eng/model/sp40-56 

9 arm
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SPYDER – SP40N9PGG 
Rouiilard Spyder mid back task chair has a 
contemporary look and comes with a multi-function 
mechanism allowing the chair to adjust to varying 
tasks, this mechanism also has an integrated seat 
slider, the back rest comes with a integrated lumbar 
support and is adjustable through the use of an 
auto-back mechanism. The arm is height and width 
adjustable with a poly-urethane arm cap. Black base 
is standard with carpet casters. The fabric has a 
wear rating of 210,000 double rubs and is treated for 
stain resistance. 

 

Options: 
Hard floor caster (SW):  Add 11.18$ net 
Short seat (C)(-1 ½’’): Add 0$ 
Narrow seat (S) (-1 ½’’): Add 0$ 
Lumbar support ( LS): Add 33.97$ net 

DIMENSION 
Backrest width  17 ½ " 
Seat width 19" 
Backrest height 20-22"
Seat height  15 1/2 -19 1/2"
Seat depth  18"
Overall depth  26"

   Origin Jet       Origin Steel 

http://www.rouillard.ca/eng/model/sp40-56 

9 arm




